
Of eour e, gear withouta common axi
intersecting plane exist. The axes oflhese so-
called hypoid gears cross each other
somewhere in. space. The name is derived
from the mating of two exact hyperboleids, 0

even gears with extremely small cone angles
are. by definition, bevel gears.

Gear box manufacturers (Refs. l -3)
increa ing],y tum to cylindrical gear grinding
machines to grind pur and helical bevel
gears withrnall cone angles. Most of the e
gears have cone angles of approximately ,5 =
5<>.The reason for this is that there arc
currently no bevel gear grinding machines on
the market that can grind spur and helical
bevel gears. Even if there were, it would be
impossible to grind bevel gears with small
cone angles. as described above because of
the extremely long middle cone di tance Rm
(middle radius' of the crown gear, Fig. I.).
Thi can reach length up to two meters and
even more. Rm ~ one of the setting axes on a
conventional bevel. gear grinding machine,
but such high numerical values Lieour ide the
operating range of these machines. Therefore,
it is appropriate to move the grinding of such
gears to cylindrical gear grinding machines.
The cone di ranee is of 110 significance on
these machines, and the grinding wheel is
moved along the cone envelope.

There are four prineipal solutions for
solving this problem (see Fig. 2):
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Power train designs which employ gears
with cone angles of approximately 2° to 5°
have become quite common. It is difficult, if
110t impossible. to grind these gears on
conventional bevel gear grinding machines.
Cylindrical gear grinding machines are better
suited for this ta k. This article will provide
an overview of thi option and briefly
introduce four grinding variation possibilities.

ID]N 868 define bevel gears as gears
whose reference surface, circular cone and
axes have a common point of intersection.
Gears with a very sm~1I1cone also have a
common axial intersecting plane.
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fig. 1 - The relationship of th.econe all Ie to middl.e cone distance.
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Fig:" .1; - Four possibilities forgrinciing beve~gears on: a cylindrical gear grinding machine.

I. he gear grinding machine is inclined to
(he workpiece's cone angle.

II. The bevel gear axis Is inclined to its
own cone angle. When thi solution i used, a
kinematic error automaticallycccurs because
the workpiece's generating motion is
produced by the machine table. However, this
error can be calculated in advance and can be
eliminated through numerically controlled
machine table correction movements.

In. A template, which corresponds to the
workpiece cone angle 0, is mounted on the
grinding lide carrier. The resulting additional,
g,rinding wheel motion perpendicular to the
troke is produced bya tracing system which

translates the template form into the troke
movement, This is the arne proce s that is
used to crown a cylindrical gear tooth,

IV. Numerically controlled actuator driven
tool slide eliminate the nece ity of the
template de cribed in Solution In above. The
numeri cal control Lake over the ta k of
coordinating the additional forward or
perpendicular tool motion.

How do the e solutions differ from one
another? When grinding cylindrical gear. the
double troke and generating speed must 'be
coordinated with the stroke lengthand other
variables. For Solutions I and Il. I.hi
coordination is the same a for cylindrical
gears. However, the double stroke speed must
'be reduced by about. 20-40% in compari on to
the cylindrical gear ca e for Solutions In and
[V. The reason for this i the additional

grinding wheel motion. perpendicular to the
"normal" stroke ruction. As the cone angle
decreases. the time loss in comparison to
cylindrical gear grinding decrea es as well.

For this reason, Solution WVisthepreferred
variation fOF bevel gears with cone angles of li
~ 50. Solution U i preferred for cone angle
of more than 50. To achieve the desired
precision, it is easier to realize a lower, rather
than a faster motion with help of numerical
controls. Solutions J and Uli can be considered
outdated because of the additional necessity of
mechanical modifications.

However, one other consideration plays an
important rote in grinding bevel gears on
cylindtical gear grinders: The principal
difference in how the involute is created in
each of the above described examples. In
Solutions I, m and ]V, the generating pitch
cylinder is used as a basis for generation. Its
diameter remain constant throughout the
face width of the gear. [1'1 connection with the
grindirrg wheel. the 'base cylinder also
remains con tant. Consequently. bevel gears
ground in this manner can 'be viewed as a
stack of cylindrical gears with displaced
profiles and infinitely mal] face widths. The
profile displacement is not cunstant, but
changes infinitely along the tooth face width.
That means that al! these infinitely thin
cylindrical gear plates use the same involute
as the tooth flank. Only the utilized section
wanders (Fig. 3).

Involutes produced in this manner are
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Fig. 3 - P:rofi.le dlsplaeement by bevel gear ;grinding.
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Fig..4- Common surface line of mated bevel gea.:rs..
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present in the transverse section because of
the utilized generating cylinder. But when
two bevel gears are paired, the common
surface line is simultaneously the in-
stanraneousaxis M (Fjg..4). In the plane in
which the instantaneous axis is in a vertical
position (perpendicular plane N), no involute
flank rolls with another. At best, the
involutes are distorted.

Contrary to this, involutes are created
when rolled with the generating pitch bevel in
the perpendicular plane on which the
instantaneous axis is in a vertical position.
Solution II is the best suited example for
beveJ gears with cone angles 0 > 5° or
geometrically exact bevel gears .. When
creating the involute with the generating pitch
cone, the crown gear is the reference element
for the layout as well as tile production of the
tooth system.

A considerable number of spur and
helical bevel gears have been ground 01'1

Nova CNC cyHndricalgear grindmg
machines using Solution IV. The direction
of the pointed end of the cone (up or down)
was not important. near body geometry
and/or the available mounting fixture were
the determining factors. In each case, bevel
gears wi th c one angle s fro m 20 to 50
achieved quality levels of (IV) and (In) ill
accordance with DIN 3962 .•
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